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U.S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission'
ATTN: Document' Control Desk

. Washington,'D.C. 20555
,

j- Gentlemen:
q

. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY - SEQUOYAH NUCLEAR PLANT UNIT 1 - DOCKET NO.
'

50-327 - FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE DPR-77 - LICENSEE EVENT REPORT (LER) |

50-327/90019

* 'The enclosed LER provides details concerning the failure to monitor the-

indicated. axial flux difference (AFD) in accordance-with Surveillance. 1

Requirement 4.2.1.1.b for periods when the AFD monitor alarm was inoperable. 3
The.AFD monitor alarm was determined to have been inoperable-because the |

'

corresponding P-250 plant computer constants had not been updated in a. timely7
manner. This event;is being reported in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(i)-
astan operation prohibited by technical specifications.

s

Very truly yours,->

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

-|

R. Bynum, ice. President
'

Nuclear Operations,

a;
' Enclosure
ccL(Enclosure):

Mr. J.-N. Donohew, Project | Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,o

.One White Flint, North

~11555 Rockville Pike-
i

- Rockville, Maryland -20852 '

1

INPOJRecords Center
Institute of Nuclear-Power Operations
1100 circle 75 Parkway, Suite 1500.

. Atlanta, Georgia 30339

''NRC Resident-Inspector
'Sequoyah.. Nuclear Plant

'2600 Igou Ferry Road
Soddy Daisy, Tennessee 37379'

i

j' Mr. B. A. Wilson, Project Chief I

|j U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission g w s9
Region ~II w 4 *a
.101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900 :

Atlanta, Georgia 30323 -
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FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)|PAGE(3)
'_$4RDyah Nuclear Plant. Unit 1 1015l0101013 12 17~lll0Fl 01 4
TITLE (4) Failure to update the P-250 plant computer constants resulted in the axial flux dif ference monitor
beino inonerable
EVENT DAY (5) I LER NUMBER (6) | REPORT DATE (7) | OTHER FACILITIES INVOLVED (8)

| | | | |$EQUENTIAL| | REVISION | | | | FACILITY NAMES |DOCKETNUMBER($)
MONTHl DAY lYEAR lYEAR |' l NUMBER l I NUMBER IMONTHl DAY lYEAR l 10l51010101 l I

l= | | |_I |__I 1 | | | |-
~

01 81 21 81 91 0! 91 01 10| 119I | 0 l 0 l 01 91 21 71 91 01 10151010101 l l

|f '0PERATING | |THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTE0 PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR 5:

|^ MODE | l. (Check one or more of the fo110 wino)(11)
(9) I il |20.402(b) |__|20.405(c) |__|50.73(a)(2)(tv) |_|73.7)(b)

POWER | |_|20.405(a)(1)(1) |_|50.36(c)(1) |__|50.73(a)(2)(v) |_l73.71(c):

-LEVEL | |_|20.405(a)(1)(ii) |.,_| 50. 36( c )(2 ) |__|50.73(a)(2)(vil) |_|0THER(Specifyin
(10) i 11 01 01 120.405(a)(1)(lii)lXXl50.73(a)(2)(1) |_|50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A)| Abstract below and in

|__|20.405(a)(1)(iv) |_|50.73(a)(2)(li) |_|50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B)| Text. NRC Form 366A)
I 120.405fa)(1)(v) I 150.73(a)(2)(lii) i 150.73(a)(2)(x) l

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12)

NAME | TELEPHONE NUMBER

|AREACODE|
Russell R. Thomoson. Como11ance Licensino |6l1 l5l814131-|7I4I710

COMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH COMPONENT FAILURE DESCRIBED IN THIS REPORT (13)

|' | | | REPORTABLE | | | | | | REPORTABLE |
CAUSElSYSTEMI COMPONENT IMANUFACTURERI TO NPRDS I |CAUSElSYSTEMI COMPOMf3T |MANUFACTURERI TO NPRDS l

| | |- 1 I I I I I I |
1 |- 1 I i 1 1 I ! I I I I I I I I I I I I l | I |

| | | | 1 | | | | I |
1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I i l I i I

SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) | EXPECTED |HONTHlDAYlYEAR,

__ |__ | SUBMISSION | | |
| YES (If ves. cegolete EXPECTED SUBMISSION DATE) l X l NO I DATE (15) l l I l l l

ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e., approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

On August- 28,-1990, at approximately 1600 Eastern daylight time (EDT) with Unit 1 in
Mode 1. it was determined that Unit 1 had operated in noncompliance with Surveillance
Requirement 4.2.1.1 for periods .when the axial flux difference (AFD) monitor alarm was '

determined to have been inoperable. The AFD monitor alarm was determined to have been
inoperable when the P-250 plant computer AFD monitor alarm constants had not been
updated in a timely manner to reflect the most recent excore nuclear instrumentation
system (NIS) calibration data. The P-250 computer constants were not updated in a
timely manner because of inadequate procedures and inappropriate personnel actions.
The P-250 computer constants were updated on August 28 when it was discovered that they
did not reflect the August 5 NIS calibration data. Investigation revealed another
example of not updating the P-250 computer constants occurred f rom June 6 to July 24,
1990 for Unit 1. The importance of completing test packages in a timely manner has
been reviewed with the Technical Support staff. Procedure 0-PI-NXX-092-001.0 will be
revised to provide additional direction and administrative controls.

NRC form 366(6-89)
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(649) Expires 4/30/92' 4,

'
LKENSEE EE REPORT (LER) .

TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)I LER NUMBER (6)~ l l PAGE (3)

| | | | SEQUENTIAL | | REVISION | l'| | |. j
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Unit 1 | lYEAR l | NUMBER I I NUMBER l | | |L | r

1015l0101013121719 10 |-| 0 | 1 1 9 |--I 0 1 0'l 01 2l0Fl 01 4 *

TEXT (If more space is required.-use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17)
!

2Description of Event ,

On August 28, 1990, at approximately 1600 Eastern daylight time (EDT) with Unit 1 in
LMode 1 (100 percent reactor power, 2,235 pounds per square inch gauge [psig) and
reactor coolant system [RCS) average temperature at 578 degrees Fahrenheit [F]), it was
discovered that the P-250 plant computer constants associated with the axial flux
difference (AFD) monitor alarm had not been updated to reflect the most recent nuclear
instrumentation system (NIS) incore-excore cross-calibration performed on August 4,

^1990. The failure to update the P-250 AFD constants was subsequently determined to !
have rendered the AFD monitor alarm inoperable. Surveillance Requirement (SR) 4.2.1.1 '!
requires that indicated AFD be determined to be within its limits above 50 percent
power by (a) monitoring the-indicated AFD for each operable excore NIS channel at least '

once-every seven days when the AFD monitor alarm is operable, or (b) monitoring =and-
:

logging the indicated AFD for each operable excore NIS channel at least once every-hour |
:for the first 24 hours and at least once every 30 minutes thereafter when-the AFD- 1
monitor alarm in inoperable. Monitoring had been conducted in accordance with-(a)
during the period the AFD monitor alarm-was inoperable.

,

On: August 4, 1990, an incore-excore NIS cross-calibration (Periodic Instruction
0-PI-NXX-092-001.0, "Incore-Excore Detector Calibration") was initiated on Unit 1 by >

Reactor Engineering. The calibration was performed because indicated quadrant power-
tilt ratio (QPTR) was approaching the technical specification (TS) limit of 1.02. Data
acquisition.and reduction was completed on August 4. The results indicated that a-
recalibration of the excore NIS channels was warranted.- The data necessary to
calibrate the excore NIS was. provided to the Instrument Maintenance section on -
August 4. The calibration of the excore NIS channels was completed on August 5.

i

Appendix.F of 0-PI-NXX-092-001.0 was transmitted to. Instrumentation, Controls, and .

Electrical (ICE) Systems Engineering by Reactor Engineering on August 16, 1990. This
form is used to initiate and document the updating of the P-250 plant computer
constants associated with the AFD monitor alarm. A software change request was also
generated for software configuration control.

When the failure to update the P-250 computer constants was discovered by. Reactor
Engineering on August 28, 1990, the ICE System Engineering supervisor was immediately
contacted and requested to update the constants as soon as possib12. The P-250
computer AFD monitor alarm constants were updated at 1730'EDT on August 28, 1990.

,

:During the investigation of this event, it was discovered that another example of-
failing to update the constants in a timely manner had occurred at Unit i restart from. <

-the. Cycle 4 refueling outage. P-250 computer constants calculated by the initial
~ Unit-1 Cycle 5 incore-excore NIS calibration on June 6, 1990, were not updated until *

~

July'24, 1990. The Unit 2 P-250 computer constants were verified to reflect the most
'ecent Unit 2 excore NIS calibration data.

i
NRC Form 366( b89)
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NRC Term 366A U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY C0'iMISSION -Approvtd OMB No. 3150-0104
(6-89) , Expires 4/30/92 i

:UMEE EVENT MT REO
TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1) |DOCKETNUMBER(2)I LER NUMBER (6) l | PAGE (3) ;

| | | |$EQUENTIAL| | REVISION] |- | | |

}'
Sequoyah Nuclear Plant Unit 1 'l

_

0 1 01 310Fl 01 4
lYEAR | | NUMBER l 'l NUMBER l | | | | i

D 1015l0101013 12 17 to 10 l-l 0 1 1 | 9 | *.I 0 l
TEXT (If more space is required, use additional NRC form 366A's) (17)

,

Cause of Event
j
' ' 'The failures to update the' P-250 computer AFD monitor alarm constants were precipitated
| by a combination of procedural inadequacies and inappropriate personnel actions. The
'

incore-excore NIS calibration procedure was inadequate.because it did not identity the
importance of updating the P-250 computer AFD monitor alarm constants at the same time

|. as the NIS calibration. The-procedure also failed to identiff the AFD monitor alarm as-
~

a TS complianco alarm, which would be rendered' inoperable.if ine P-250 computer AFD
,

monitor alarm constants are not updated at the same time as the NIS calibration.- -

The personnel performance a.; M ateri with these events was not acceptable, regardless '

i of the noted procedural deficiencies. The responsible reactor engineer failed to
h complete the performance.of-the procedures in a timely manner. The need to update the -

P-250 computer AFD monitor alarm constants was not identified until August 16, 1990,
12-days after the correct constants were calculated. The update of the constants was.

- not immediately completed by the ICE system engineer because the importance of the
update was not identified.. Follow-up on the update request by the responsible reactor i1-

engineer did not occur until review of the excore NIS calibration test package'on !

August 28, 1990.

-Analysis of Event
|

| 'This event is being reported in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(1) as an operation
! . prohibited.by TSs.
|

!' The.AFD monitor alarm on the P-250 computer is the instrument used to monitor
compliance with the TS limits on indicated AFD above 50 percent-power. The P-250~
computer determines the one minute average of.each of the operable power range (PR)~ (
excore detector outputs and provides an alarm message.immediately if the AFD is~outside '

the allowed operating space of AFD versus reactor power for at least two of the
operable PR excore channels.

The error in the calculated AFD that was introduced by-failing to update the P-250
computer constants is proportional to the error'in the constants themselves.. The

. maximum absolute flux difference that could have resulted from this error is 4

2.'7 percent on one channel.. For the other three channels the error is less than
1.1: percent.- (Note that TS Table 4.3.1, " Reactor Trip System Instrumentation

' Surveillance Requirements," indicates the maximum acceptable absolute difference
between the indicated and actual axial flux difference is 3 percent.) The observed

L differences between incore and excore calculations of AFD varied between 0.5 and
l'.5 percent during the period that the AFD computer constants were incorrect. Adding

L the maximum observed error to the calculated errors for each channel reveals that the
maximum estimated channel error is 4 percent, which exceeds the TS limit of 3 percent.
The estimated error on the other three channels is less than the 3 percent. limit.

; Therefore, while these three channels were technically inoperable, they did remain
!: functional. Since only two channels must indicate that the AFD is outside the TS
| limits for the P-250 alarm to actuate (SR 4.2.1.2), there is very high confidence that

the alarm remained functional and that the indicated axial flux difference remained
:within the TS limits throughout both occurrences of this event.

hRC Form.366(6-89)
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,

(649)] Expires 4/30/92: ;,

LICENSEERENTREST(LER)
-

TEXT CONTINUATION ,

FACILITY NAME-(l) |DOCKETNUMBER(2) |- LER NUMBER (6) | | PAlaL f 3) #

| | | | SEQUEF 'AL- | | REVISION] |.| |- |1
2 $equoyah Nuclear Plant Unit 1 | !YEARI | ' NUMBER l I NUMBER ! |- | | '|- >

1015l01010131217 1910 |-l 0 l 1 19 l-l 0 1 0 l 01 410Fl of 4.
TEXT (!f more space is required, use additional NRC Form 366A's) (17).

,

Corrective Actions
p'

'Immediate actions were taken to update the P-250 computer AFD monitor alarm constants:
-on August 28 when it was discovered that they were not updated to reflect-the August 5:
-NIS calibration. ~

To prevent recurrence, Periodic Instruction 0-PI-NXX-092-001.0 'will be revised to'

. reflect that the AFD monitor alarm is a TS compliance instrument. The procedure will

.also be revised to reflect that the P-250 constants must be updated ~at the same time as:
the corresponding NIS calibration or the AFD monitor alarm must be declared inoperable
until the constants can be updated.

Additionally, this event has been reviewed with the staff of Technical Support to-
emphasize the importance of completing test packages'in a timely. manner. ],

N -Additional Information

There have'been no previous LERs similar to this event.
i

[ ' Commitments

Procedure 0-PI-NXX-092-001.0 will be revised to reflect that the AFD monitor alarm is a-
TS compliance instrument. The procedure will also be revised to reflect that the P-250. ~'

-constants must be updated at the same time as the corresponding NIS calibration or the.
AFD monitor alarm must be declared inoperable until the constants can be updated. This.
revision will be completed by October 5,-1990.
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